
Dates for your Diary 

Wednesday 5th  September - Children return to school 

Wednesday 12th September - Abbeygate Big Band Concert, 

Great Totham Village Hall 

Thursday 13th September 3:30—4:00 pm - Parents’ meeting  

(in 4C) ‘How to support your child in Year 4’ 

Tuesday 16th October 5-7.30pm - Parents’ Evening 

Wednesday 17th October 4-6.30pm - Parents’ Evening 

Friday 9th  November - Viking trip to Maldon 

Friday 14th  November - e-safety training 

17th December -  Christmas lunch 

 18th December - Year 3/4 Christmas party 

English 

Linked to our topic, the children will learn 

about kennings, a form of Norse poetry.  Also, 

they will use different Viking sagas as          

inspiration for descriptive and story writing. 

We will use the film ‘How To Train Your    

Dragon’ to stimulate non-fiction writing.   The 

children will try to persuade you to let them 

have a dragon as a pet, give instructions for 

catching a dragon and write an explanation 

on how to care for a dragon.  A key focus 

throughout the term will be on vocabulary 

choices. 

Weekly guided reading sessions take place on 

Mondays.  We would be grateful for your   

support by encouraging your child to read 

regularly at home too.  It would be helpful to 

discuss the vocabulary used and to make sure 

that children use the punctuation signposts to 

help improve expression and understanding 

of the text (come to our meeting on            

September 13th for more support in this     

area), 

Children will be taught a range of spelling 

strategies - to support them in this area,     

regular practise at home would be beneficial. 

History and Geography 

Our topic this term will be a study of the power struggle for 

control of Britain after the Romans, focusing on the Anglo-

Saxons, Scots and Vikings.  Children will use different 

sources of evidence to help learn about invasions and 

settlements and the lives of people of this time.   There will 

also be a trip to Northey Island for children to learn about 

the Battle of Maldon and to create sketch maps of this   

area. 

Maths 

We want to develop your child’s confidence, 

independence and fluency when applying 

mathematical skills. Emphasis will be placed 

on the recall of key number facts and times-

tables (they are expected to know up to 12 

x 12 by the end of Year 4, including related 

division facts).  Regular practise of times   

tables at home would be of great benefit. 

 Further work will be done to secure        

children’s understanding of place value, 

equivalent fractions, perimeter and time. 

The children will be encouraged to apply 

taught calculating skills (+.– X, ÷) when      

investigating and solving a range of        

mathematical problems in different          

contexts, using pictures and practical    

equipment as appropriate.    

Why not come to our meeting on  Thursday 

13th September to learn more about how 

we can work together to support your 

child’s learning?  We will be talking about 

how to support homework, times-tables 

and reading skills. 

Smashing Saxons, Vicious Vikings and Deadly Dragons 



Science 

This term the children will learn about habitats, food 

chains and environments.  They will learn to use and 

create keys to classify animals and plants.  They will 

begin to understand how environments can be 

changed and protected. 

PE           

Outdoor PE sessions - Wednesday. 

The children will learn how to develop their 

passing and receiving skills and  understanding 

of tactics in hockey and  netball.  

Indoor PE sessions - Monday. 

We will be creating dances based around our 

theme of dragons, and in gymnastics we will be  

creating sequences, linking movements with 

balances and showing  control and extension. 

Computing 

A key focus will be continuing to develop the children’s 

understanding of the importance of e-safety, specifically 

being responsible when online. 

They will also learn how to create spreadsheets and use 

formulae to make a times tables aid.   

Throughout the term, the children will have the             

opportunity to improve their touch typing skills, which is 

something they could practise at home.  Finally, they will 

learn how to create appealing posters by selecting         

appropriate formats.  

Life Skills 

During the term, the children will learn about          

empathy, viewpoints and compromise.  They will 

consider the different rights and responsibilities    

people have and some of the similarities and      

differences between people.  

During Year 4, an exciting aspect of our curriculum 

will give all children the opportunity to work with 

Mrs Wilson and Mrs Cox on a well-being programme, 

to build self-esteem and support the children in                             

understanding emotions. 

Art and Design 

Linked to our history topic, the children will  look at 

different types of sculpture before making their own 

rigid and mouldable sculptures.  Through our Sci-

ence work, they will carry out observational draw-

ings of leaves.  

Design and Technology 

The children will investigate mechanisms to create a 

moving parts story book, looking at levers and      

pop-ups. 

Music 

In Music, the children will learn a selection of 

Viking inspired songs. They will also be learning 

how to read musical notation. 

French 

The children will develop their basic vocabu-

lary for describing people and family mem-

bers. They will also learn to write sentences 

about animals. 

RE 

This term, the children will be learning about  Christianity, 

focussing on the beginning of Jesus’ ministry and the calling 

of the disciples. Then children will be learning about the 

founder of Sikhism and significant Sikh artefacts. 

During Year 4, there will be enhancement activities—

such as trips, swimming and cooking.  The total cost will 

be approximately £50.   Details to follow nearer the 

time.  We hope that this helps you to plan ahead. 

Homework 

English and Online Maths:  Set on a Friday and due in the following Wednesday (additional guidance to      

follow).  20 minutes to be spent on each.  

Additionally children should read with an adult at least 3 times a week. It would be extremely beneficial if 

children could practise spellings and times tables regularly.  Attending our parents’ meeting at the start of the 

term, will provide some strategies and ideas for you to use at home and give you the chance to ask us any 

questions you may have. 


